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Praise for the Ultimate Success Program - &#x22;He is the real
deal&#x22;...&#x22;One of the Best Delivered By One of the
Best!&#x22;...&#x22;One of the best resources on self development out
there&#x22;...&#x22;A practitioner, not a theorist&#x22;...&#x22;Straight talk you can
understand&#x22;...&#x22;A Solid Program For Success in Business and
Life&#x22;...&#x22;His work starts at excellent and goes beyond&#x22;...
What's Your True Motivation? ... Understand These Two Underlying Components Of
Motivation And Nothing Will Stop You Again is lesson 17 of the Ultimate Success
Program by Mark Hendricks. The Ultimate Success Program is a step by step
personal development series of life lessons that assure success to those that
implement them into their lives.
In this lesson you will discover:
* where motivation really comes from
* the two special ingredients of motivation
* how to start living your real purpose in life right now
* how to know what you should &#x22;be&#x22; when you &#x22;grow up&#x22;
* how to make all of your dreams and goals easier to accomplish
* and more
&#x22;One of the Best Delivered By One of the Best!&#x22;...
I have been a customer, a client, and a student of Mark's for many years now. He has
always offered up what you should do for your on and offline businesses. And makes
no bones about including what you should not do, as well.
I was one of the original privileged to be part of the 'Ultimate Success Program' when
Mark taught it for the first time. Every session of the program moves you a bit closer
to the mindset you need to have to succeed, not only in business, but also in your life.
&#x22;One of the best resources on self development out there&#x22;...
I took the full Ultimate Success Program when Mark Hendricks originally taught it live,
so I've been through all the lessons, including this one. USP is one of the best

resources on self development I've ever seen. Rather than just try to teach his
personal viewpoint as &#x22;the way&#x22; (like many self development authors do),
Mark has gone back through history to extract teachings from some of the best
authors, thinkers, and philosophers who have ever lived and shares those ideas along
with his own insights into a program that is easy to follow and understand. I would
recommend going through the entire program or any part of it. This book would be a
great introduction for those who are not familiar with his work.
&#x22;A practitioner, not a theorist&#x22;...
Mark is a great mentor. I've been blessed to see him in one of his all-day teaching
sessions that keep you on the edge of your seat writing copious notes. Mark is no
theorist. He's a practitioner. He's a true example of what he teaches. This book is no
exception. Thank you, Mark, for sharing this valuable resource with us all.
&#x22;A Solid Program For Success in Business and Life&#x22;...
I have a great respect for Mark, his instruction and coaching. I've attended his
seminars since 2006 and my business has prospered with his guidance. Mark is
genuinely concerned for the individual, the life choices one makes along the way and
the disciplines one develops to produce consistency. He teaches and demonstrates
this in his personal life.
Anyone who is looking for direction in their business and in their life would do well to
read this and followup with Mark. Mark is one of the few you'll find who looks at
success, not just as a dollar amount in your bank account, but at life overall. He's a
rare find in this day and age.
I would encourage you to pick up this book today and take it to heart - then follow up
with Mark about your goals and plans. Let him help guide you through those tough
decisions and overcome doubt in how to proceed. You'll be rewarded for your efforts!
&#x22;His work starts at excellent and goes beyond&#x22;...
I have known Mark for many years and all his work starts at excellent and goes
beyond. Mark gives us the hard true world facts that you could spend years learning
the hard way in a very understandable and easy to follow format.
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